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Digital ModelingNew Riders Publishing, 2012

	Professional modeling is the foundation of every aspect of the 3D production pipeline and is essential to the success of any 3D computer graphics project. [digital] Modeling is unlike any other modeling book you’ve seen—it gets to the core of what it takes to create efficient production-ready models and demystifies the...
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Schaum's Outline of Advanced Calculus, Third Edition (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time?


	Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's.


	More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all...
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Sputtering Materials for VLSI and Thin Film DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An important resource for students, engineers and researchers working in the area of thin film deposition using physical vapor deposition (e.g. sputtering) for semiconductor, liquid crystal displays, high density recording media and photovoltaic device (e.g. thin film solar cell) manufacturing. This book also reviews...
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Immobilized ?-Galactosidase-Mediated Conversion of Lactose: Process, Kinetics and Modeling Studies (Springer Theses)Springer, 2019

	
		
			This book describes the reaction rate profiles of the β-galactosidase-catalyzed conversion of lactose on the inner surface of a hollow fiber membrane, which is employed as an enzymatic reactor system. The reaction rate profiles were obtained by solving the mass transfer and kinetics of reaction in a 2-dimensional model...
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Adhesion in Microelectronics (Adhesion and Adhesives: Fundamental and Applied Aspects)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	This comprehensive book will provide both fundamental and applied aspects of adhesion pertaining to microelectronics in a single and easily accessible source. Among the topics to be covered include;

	
		Various theories or mechanisms of adhesion
	
		Surface (physical or chemical) characterization of materials as it...
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Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007Sybex, 2006
Turn Your Ideas Into High-Impact 3D Models and Animations
   

 Transform flat drawings and concepts into impressive 3D visualizations that will amaze your clients with the comprehensive instruction you'll find in Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007. Written by VIZ experts, this book shows you how to get the most out of...
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Everyware: The Dawning Age of Ubiquitous ComputingNew Riders Publishing, 2006
From the RFID tags now embedded in everything from soda cans to the family pet, to smart buildings that subtly adapt to the changing flow of visitors, to gestural interfaces like the ones seen in Minority Report, computing no longer looks much like it used to. Increasingly invisible but present everywhere in our lives, it has moved off the desktop...
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Thirty Essays on Geometric Graph Theory (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2013

	In many applications of graph theory, graphs are regarded as geometric objects drawn in the plane or in some other surface. The traditional methods of "abstract" graph theory are often incapable of providing satisfactory answers to questions arising in such applications. In the past couple of decades, many powerful new combinatorial...
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Ionosphere and Applied Aspects of Radio Communication and RadarCRC Press, 2008
This book describes the main aspects of radio propagation due to different natural and manmade phenomena occurring in ionospheric plasma. It discusses the possibility of stable radio communication links based on local scattering at field-elongated plasma inhomogeneities including natural inhomogeneities as well as artificial inhomogeneities. The...
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Quantum Medicinal Chemistry (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry, Vol. 17)John Wiley & Sons, 2003


	Everyone relies on the power of computers, including chemical

	and pharmaceutical laboratories. Increasingly faster and more exact

	simulation algorithms have made quantum chemistry a valuable

	tool in the search for bioactive substances. The much larger

	computational cost is more than compensated by a deeper understanding

	of...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	Ilove the Internet, and if you picked up this book, you probably do, too. The Internet is dynamic, chaotic, exciting, interesting, and useful, all at the same time. The Web is pretty fun from a user’s point of view, but that’s only part of the story. Perhaps the best part of the Internet is how participatory it is. You can build...
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Grant's Atlas of Anatomy, 12th EditionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2008

	
		A cornerstone of gross anatomy since 1943, Grant's Atlas of Anatomy continues to reach students worldwide with its realistic illustrations, detailed surface anatomy photos, clinical relevance, and muscle tables.

	
		Renowned for its accuracy, pedagogy, and clinical relevance, the new edition of this classic...
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